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PARLmUNTARY LAW III.

I. REGULATIONS EOR DELIBBBATIVE ASSMIBLIES.

1« Bodies v/hicii hold stated meetings, such as churches, hoards,
religious, literary, or scientific associations, and the lil:e, proceed
directly to business on assembling, by the chairraan calling the raeet*-
ing to order at the appointed time. The body is supposed to be then
fully organized, and the usual course is taken.

£. In religious and ecclesiastical bodies v;hich meet annually, the
officers of the previous year serve until nev/ ones are elected. The
moderator calls the meeting to order, at the time designated, and the
election of officers'is usually the first business, unless other ser
vice be provided for, to precede.

3. TJhen nev/ bodies meet, such as councils, mass-meetings, conven
tions called-for special purposes, or persons for the formation of
associations, churches, or societies, any one ma3'' call the meeting to
order, v/hen the time'named arrives. If there be a committee having
the matter in charge, the chairman of such committee v/ould properly
do it.

The one so calling to order names some one to tal^e the chair,
or asks the meeting to nominate some one, and puts the nomination
to vote. The chairraan so elected takes his seat, andrcompletes the
organization by calling for the nomination-of a clerk, and other->■
officers, if necessary, t/hen this is done, the chairman states the^-\.
object of the meeting, indicates the course of business, and the
deliberations proceed. But if the business be difficult to reach
a committee may at once be appointed to prepare and present it In
proper shape, for action before the body, \

4. In some cases, where the body is large; and the business to be,
considered specially important or difficult, there is first a ^ , /
TEI^iPORARy ORGal-IIZATION, effected as above, and after//ards a PER-
lIAilENT 0RGAiII2JtTI0N.

This is done by organizing temporarily v/ith a chairman and sec
retary, and then proceeding to ballot for permanent officers; or
by appointing a committee on nomination, which committee shall re-
comment persons as permanent officers. The election is usually by
ballot, especiallj'' in the case of the presiding officer.

5. In representative assemblies, composed of delegates from other
bodies, immediately after the firs-fc organization, the moderator calls
for th^ credentials of delegates present, of which the clerk makes
an accurate list, s6 as to knov/ v/hc has the right to a seat, and a
vote in the meeting.

Neither the moderator nor the assembly can add to the number of
members appointed "by the bodies from which thej'- come. Nor can any
delegates regularly appointed and accredited, be deprived of their
right to a seat in, and the privileges of the assembly, except for
improper conduct dxiring the meeting.
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II THE CHAIRI/mT.

It is the duty of the presiding officer to maintain order ia the
assembly, and so "to direct t: e course of proceedings as best to
secure the object contemplated. He states all motions made, puts
them to vote, and announces the result. He decides points of order,
aad appoints committees, when so directed by the body*

If necessary for him to leave the chair, the vice-president, if
there he one, takes his place; if not, and his absence be only tem
porary, he asks some member to occupy the chair till his return. If
his absence is to be protracted, he requests the body to choose a
chairman in his place.

Since much of the good order and efficiency of any deliberative
body depend upon the fitness of the chairman for the place, no'one
should be chosen for that position out of mere personal esteem,
nor unless he possesses the requisite qualifications. Nor should the
position be accepted hy one who is conscious that he is not competent
properly to discharge its duties.

In church meetings the pastor is moderator EX OFFICIO. But he
can request any member to take the chair, if he so desires. His
official position, however, would not make him chairman of a "society"
meeting, where a society for secular and legal purposes is connected
with the church; because the ■ societj'' is a distinct and separate
organization from the church, though associated with it.

Ill THE SECRETARY.

The dut3'' of the secretary, or clerk, is, to make and keep a fair
and accurate record of the proceedings of the meeting; have charge
of all-papers and documents belonging to it; read '/whatever is re
quired ;to be read from the desk,beTOf'§ the bod^T-jcall the roll of membei
and furnish,when required,Any information which the records contain.
1. In legislative bodies, a record of business actually passed and

done-constitutes the minutes. But in deliberative bodies not legisla
tive, the records are expected to show a concise journal of all
proceedings.

2. Propositions not carried, and motions laarfc, are not to be
recorded, unless their record be ordered at the time.

3. Resolutions-voted and proceedings actually had may be omitted
from the records, by a vote of the body at the time, so directing.

4. Ifames and proceedings cannot be inserted in the minutes sub
sequent to their approval, unless it be apparent that the omission
was a mistake, and the insertion be essential to anke the minutes
correct•
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lY. THE l®.iBERS.

All the raembers have egual rights and priyil®ses in the ass^hly;
have an equal interest in the_successful^issue^of
tionsj and an equal responsihility in maintaining order and fur
thering the business.

Discourteous remarks should not be indulged in or flowed.
Members should rise to speak, and show that
man which both his person and his position claim, and should re
ceive.

Strict attention should be given to the proceedings. Conversa
tion among members and all unnecessary noise f
Remarks while speaking should be confined to the subject under
debate, and should be both temperate and courteous.

,Y. ORDER OE BUSINESS.

1. If the meeting be a stated one, the order of business is usual-
iljv •

(1) Reading and approval of the minutes of the last meeting.
(S) Unfinished business, or that which appears on the ̂minutes,

including the reports of committees in their order.
(3) Hew business, vrhich may be proposed by any member.

E. If the meeting be a special one, the object and order of busi
ness may be set forth in the call by vtrhich it is convened, in
which case the moderator states it, and the deliberations pro
ceed according to that order. moderator
the object of the meeting informally, from his a\m knowledge,
or a coramittee may be appointed to prepare an order of business.
Boards usually have their order of business prescribed, which

'  order should be follov/ed. ,

n  Ac!e!r>r>-? ffltnrtTi=! and other bodies which meet annually, or at long
tn?e?^S" o<=S=UB ana other hodles which
sine"die, have their minutes read and corrected before adjourn
ment •

4 The onlv change which can be made in the minutes, is to correct
is Soofreot.- If what is actually P?Bfea and done heWhich IS incorreou. xx xw ^

accurately recorded, it cannot be cnanged t6 actua
either of individuals or of the entire body. Entries oxIJmsLuonf oSnot he ohllterated. But \SsinSf
facts not essential to a truthful record of actual business,
may be omitted in correcting the minutes, if so ordered by the
body.

5. It is howeter ezpeoted'that the minutes of
bodies not legislative, v/ill show a concise history ofp?oclld?nss, Sfnot b4 simply confined
donei This is made at the discretion of the
tary, but is subject to revision by the body, when the minutes
are passed upon.
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TI.'^'A QWmi, -

1. In all d©liberatiY.§ assemblies, it is understood that the votes
of a majority of ii;ilmhers present shall decide a Question, un
der debate.

•  « '

2. In constitutional changes, and some other importanb matters, it
is common to'require a vote of tv/o-thirds or three-fourths of
those voting.

4  » *

3. Boards, standing committees, and some other bodies, usually
agree that no business shall be don© unless, therd bo present
a certain number designated, and called a Quorum.

4. While a majority vote strictly carries any queWbion of
ordinary character, yet in churches and religious assemblies,
all important decisions should have the general"concurrence
of the body, and not be held by a mere majority.

5. ChTirches seldom'fix the number of a quorum by rule, but con
sider any number present at a business meeting regularly
called competent to act. It is however unwise to transact
important business with only a small part of the church present.

VII, HOTIOHS.
4

1. All business must be presented by a motion - made in writing,
if 30 required. Properly the motion should be made by one
member and seconded by another. But routine business may by
general consent pass to a vote without a second.

4

2. No discussion can properly be had until a motion is mde,
seconded, and distinctly stated by the chairman.

4

3. A resolution cannot be withdrawn after it has been discussed,
except by unanimous consent of the body. ^

•• % 4 4

4. A resolution, having been discussed, must be put to vote,'un
less withdrawn, laid on the table, referred, or postponed.

5. A motion lost should not be recorded, unless so orderi^
by the body at the time.

_ • 4

6. A motion lost cannot be renev/ed at the same meeting, except
by unanimous consent of the body,

7. A resolution ahould contain but one distinct proposition or
question. If it does contain more^ it must at the request
of any member be divided, and the questions acted on separately.

8. Only sag question can properly be before an assembly at the
same time. But there are certain subsidiary motions, which
by common usage may interrupt one already under debate. These
are motions to amend, to substitute, to commit; to postpone '
to lay on the table, for the previous question, and to adjourn.
These'motions in their form are not debatable, except those to
amend, and to substitute.
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9. The subsidiary motions just named cannot be interrupted by any-
other mot ion; nor can any other be applied to them, except that
to amend, which may be done by specifying some time, place, or
purpose.

/
10. Nor can these motions interrupt or supersede each other; except

that a motion to adjourn is always in order, except while a
speaker has the floor, or a vote is being taken.

11. When these motions, which are not debatable by usage, are
amended by an addition of time, place, or purpose, they become ■
debatable like other motions; but debatable only as to the time,
place, or purpose, which brings them within the range of dis
cussion.

.  12, No resolution or motion can be entertained, which has, at the
same session been put to vote and lost. • Nor can a resolution

^■ 4^) entertained which directly contradicts, annuls, or abrogatesone already passed. But one passed can be reconsidered and^ _ voted down, and then one of contrary import can be passed,
VIII. AMENDl/ENTS.

iiv Amendmen-ts can be made'to resolutions or motions, in three ways;
^y_.Ptiitting, by adding, or by substituting, words or sentences.

2. An amendment to an amendment can be made; but not to the second
degree. It would complicate and obstruct proceedings,

c. 3. No amendment should be made which essentially changes the mean
ing or design of the original resolution.

S 4, But a substitute may be offered, which may or may not change the
meaning of the resolution under debate.

/ /,*- 4- i <„ i'f5, An amendment is first to be discussed and acted on, and then the
original resolution as amended,

IX. SPEAKING.

L, Any member desiring to speak on-a question, should rise in his
place and address the moderator, confine his remarks to the

,  question under discussion, and avoid all unkind and disrespectful
language,

2. A speaker using improper language, introducing improper subjects,
or otherwise out of order, -should be called to order by the
chairman, or by any member, and must either take his seat or
conform to the regulations of the body,

y  3. A member while speaking can allow others to ask questions, or
make explanations; but if he yield the floor to another, cannot
claim it again as his right.

i  '

4. If two members rise at the same time to speak, preference is
usually given to the one farthest from the chair, or to the one
opposing the question under discussion.
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5. The fact that a member has several times risen to speak, gives
him no preference to be heard on that account. Nor can the
moderator give the floor to one because he has made several
attempts to obtain it,

0 6* /Calls'for the q.uestion cannot deprive a member of his right to
(  'vspeakjt either v/hen he has the floor or when rising to speak,
\ /Noj?E4al4t^lcc»urt.eaiis-- to call, fn^^^ the Jiue stion whi , .
^' is on the floor, S-/ ^

7, ̂ put^i a.-memb^ use offensive language in debate, his words
should be taken by the clerk, verified by his own acknowledge
ment, or by a vote of the body, and he be required to apologize,
or be visited bjr such censure as the body may seefit to inflict,

'yf ^l„ 1,, The question is put to vote by the-chairman, having first dis
tinctly restated it that all may clearly understand how and on
what they vote, FJxst, the affirmative, then the negative
is called; each so deliberately as to give all an opportunity
of voting. He then distinctly announces v^hether the motion
is carried or lost.

2. Voting is 4Qne usually by aye and no, or by raising the hand.
When the decision is doubted, by standing to be counted. Some
times by ballot, sometimes by a division of the house,'the
affirmative taking one side and the negative the other, until
counted. Sometimes by calling the yeas and nays.^the clerk
calling the roll, and each member answering with his vote,^ The
last two methods are in use chiefly in legislative assemblies#

3. Taking the yeas and nays is resorted to usually for the purpose
of holding members accountable to the constituents whom they re
present. In churches and other voluntary associations it can^
be required^ since they are not representative bodies, and haW^
ho"R5'Ohstituencies to whom they are amenable.

4.If the yeas and nays be ordered, each member has the right to ex
plain his vote at length; and in doing so, can discuss^the merits
of the entire question, should he choose, in order to justify
his vote.

5. If the vote as announced by the moderator be doubted, it is usual
to call it the second time, generally by counting.

a. All members should vote, unless for reasons excused; or those
wnder discipline, during which disability they should take no
active part in the business of the body,

O? The 'm^lertoBr Usually 'voles wlien "tlfe^qu^s'-Uon is taken by banot;
i tiJr' - otherwise it" is custbmarir f ox h±m"ro "waive "fhe fight, Bul^when

-jj ps^jult tjde, assemb 1 y is equally, di^ he may, if so disposed,
Is- ^ Ibhe casting: vote, •c. ./t^.

8. Vi/hen the vote is taken by ballot,,as is usual on important
questions, especially in the election of officers tellers are
appointed by the chair to distribute, collect, and count the
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ballots.

/i
9, Tiie tellers^do not themselves-announce the result of the ballot,
'  but report it to the chairman, "who malces the announcement.

, 10.. In announcing the result, it is usual to state the v;hole number
of votes cast, the n\imber necessary to a choice (in the case of
an election), and the number cast for the successful candidate,
and then to declare his election. If there be no election, the
number of votes for several of the highest candidates is announ
ced, and a nev; ballot is ordered. -

XI. GOMTTSES.

1. Committees are nominated by the chairman, alL the direction of
•thaJiody, and their nomination confirmed by a vote. More

/commonly, the meeting directs that all committees shall be
(' appointed by the chair; in v/hich case no vote is needed to con—
vfirm.

a. Any matter of business, or subject under debate, may be referred
to a committee, with or without instructions. The committee
malce their report, which is the result of their deliberations.
The body then takes action on the report, and on any recommenda
tions it may contain.

3. The report of a committee is received by a vote, which acknow-
ledges their service and takes their report before the body for
consideration. Aftervmrds, any distinct recommendation con
tained in the report is acted on, and may be adopted or rejected.

4. Frequently, however, when the recommendations of the committee
are of trifling moment, or likely to be generally acceptable,
the report is received and adopted b3'' a single vote.

5. A report^may be recommitted to the committee, or that committee
maj?- be discharged and another appointed for the same purpose,
with or without instructions, for a further consideration of the
subject, so as to present it in a form more likely to secure the
concurrence of the body.

(^6. The meeting has no power to change the form of a committee's re
port; for then, so far, it would be a document of the body, and
not of the committee. But the report may be recommitted with
instructions to change it. Any distinct recommendation'in the

.report may, however, be modified, since that, if adopted, becomes
the action of the body, rather than of the committee.

7.A committee may be appointed with power for a specific purpose.
In that case it has full discretion to dispose conclusively of
the business intrusted to it, without further reference to the
body.

jfy''8.The~-fir-st--ene named in the appointment of a committee, is by
-Considered the chairman. But a committee, when called

together, has the right to elect its own chairman.
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9, The member who moves the appointment of a committee, is usual
ly out of courtesy, though not necessarily, appointed, first
named on it, and acts as chairman.

10. Committees-of arrangement, or for other business protracted in
its nature, report progress from-time to time, and are continued
until their final report is made, or their aprtointment expires
by limitation.

11, A committee is discharged by a vote when its business is done,
and its reports received. But usually a committee is con
sidered as^discharged by the acceptance of its report.

12. In constituting a committee, it: is usual to appoint a majority
of those favorable to the proposition submitted to their con
sideration, if it be a matter in controversy.

13. In making up its report, if unanimity cannot be secured, a^
majority prepares and presents the report. But the minority
may also present a separate report. The body can hear and
act on both, at its discretion; or it may refuse to give any
consideration to the minority report, if so disposed.

XII. STANDING COB.iaTTEES.

A committee appointed to act for a given time, or during the
recess of the body is called a standing committee. It has
charge of a given department of business assigned by the body; •
acts either with power in the final disposition of that business,
or under instructions, in preparing it for the action of the'
body. A Htflnding nnnmiittee is substantially a minor board,
and has its own chairman, secretfiry, records, times meetings,
and order of business. t . "-.p tj -and order of business. ... >^ . , " -ct'
0-/1 i etc, . I . , , - ■ ■ U

XIII. COIMITTEE OF'the 'jHOLE.

Vflien an assembly desires to consider any subject in a manner
less formal-and restricted than can be done under ordinary rules
of business, it may resolve itself into a committee of the whol^
for that purpose.

This is done by*a vote to go into a committee of the whole,
at a given time, and for a given purpose. 1/Vhen the specified
time arrives, the presiding officer names some member to^take*
the chair, the business is stated, and the body, as committee,
proceeds to its consideration.

1-^* The proceedings are governed by the ordinary rules of debate,
except -

The ̂ aJ^^ai^tas the same privileges in debate as other
members.

2. Speakers are not restricted as to time.

3. The previous question cannot be called.

4. No committees can be appointed.
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5. No other business than that assigned can be considered by
them.

6. The committee cannot adjourn, but rise, vdien its time has
expired; and if its business be not completed, it will,
when its report is made, ask permission of the assembly
to sit again.

7. men the committee rises, the moderator of the body resumes
his seat, and the chairman of the committee reports the re
sults of the deliberations. This form of committee is seldom
resorted to except in legislative bodies.

XIV. APPEAL.

The moderator announces all votes, and decides all questions as
to rules of proceeding, and order in debate. But any member
who is dissatisfied with his decisions may appeal from it, to
the decision of the body. The moderator then nuts the question,
"Shall the_decision of the chair be sustained?""' The vote on
this question is final. The question on appeal is not debatable.
The right of appeal is undeniable, but should not be too freely
used.

XV. PROTEST.

It is the right of any member, who may regard the action of the
body in a given case, to be wrong, unauthorized, or in any way
oppressive, to protest against it. This protest'may be made
verbally and informally; in which case it is heard, but is'not
entered on the minutes except by request of the protestant, and
by permission of the body. But if it be presented formally in
writing, the body is bound to receive the document, and record its
reception. The entire document can be entered on the records by
a vote of the body.

The right of^protest, as well as that of petition and appeal, can
never be denied to free men without an abridgment of their liberties
Questions pertaining to the rights and privileges of members, even
though they be liable to abuse, should be treated by deliverative
assemblies, in the most liberal manner, consistent with good order
and a proper discharge of their obligations.

XVI. THE PREVIOUS QUESTION.

Debate may be cut short by a vote to take the previous question.
By this is meant that the previous, original or main question
under discussion be immediately voted on, regardless of pending
amendments and secondary questions, and without further debate.

In some^bodies, a motion for the previous question cannot be
en'tertained, unless such motion be seconded by one quarter, one
third, or one half — as the rule may be - of the voters present.
But in bodies where no rule exists, a motion made and seconded,
like any other, is sufficient if it be voted by a majority, A
motion for the previous question is not debatable.
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1. If a motion for the previous question he carried, then the
main question must he immediately taken, without further
debate.

2, If the motion for the previous question he lost, the deha-fee
proceeds as though no such motion had heen made.

0. The previous question cannot he ordered while a motion to
postpone, or to commit, is under consideration. It cannot
itself he postponed, nor amended; hut it can he interrupted
hy a motion to lay on the tahle the original resolution,
which if voted, carries with it the whole subject under de-
hate, including the motion for the previous question.

4. If a motion for the previous question he lost, it cannot he
renewed on the same question during that session, unless the *
question has undergone some change hy amendment, or otherwise,
in the mean time.

XVII. LAY ON THE Ti\BLE.

Immediate and decisive action on any question under debate, may
he deferred, hy a vote to lay on the tahle the resolution pend
ing. This disposes of the whole question for the present, and
ordinarily, is in effect a final dismissal of it. But any
member has the right' subsequently to call it up hy a motion. The
body decides hy vote, whether it will, or will not take it up. A
motion to lay on the tahle is not debatable.

1. Sometimes, however, a resolution is laid on the tahle for the
present, or until a specified time, to give place for other
business necessary to he done. It is then called up, when
the time specified arrives.

2. A motion to lay on the tahle, must apply to a resolution or
other documentary matters. There must be something to lay
on the tahle. An abstract subject cannot he disposed of in
this way.

XVIII. POSTPOmiENT.

A simple postponement is for a specified time or purpose, the
business oo be resumed when this time-or purpo'se is reached.
But a question indefinitely postponed, is considered as fully
dismissed.

XIV. NOT DEBATABLE.
#  »

Certain motions, by established usage, are not debatable, hut
when once before the body, must he put to vote without discussions

These are: the previous question; for indefinite postponement; to
commit; to lay on the table; on appeal; to adjourn. ■ But when
these motions axe modified hy some condition of time, place, or
purpose, they become detabahle, and subject to the rules of'Other
motions; hut are debatable so far only as concerns the time, place
or purpose hy v/hich they are modified.
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A body is however competent, by a vote, to allow debate on all
motions.

XV. TO RECONSIDER.

1. A motion to reconsider a motion .already passed, according to
established usage, must be made by one who voted for that motion
when it passed.

2. If the body decides to reconsider, then the motion or resolution
so reconsidered, is placed before them, as-it was previous to
its passage, and may be discussed, adopted, or rejected.

3. A vote to reconsider, should be tal^en at the same session, at
which the vote reconsidered was passedj and also, when there
are as many members present as voted on it then.

XVI. BE DISCUSSED.

If when a motion is introduced, a member objects to its discussion
as foreign, profitless, or contentious, the moderator should at
once put the question, "Shall this motion be discussed? If it
be decided in the negative, the motion cannot be entertained.

XVII. ORDER OF THE DAY.

The body may decide to take up some particular business at a
specified time. That business thereby becomes the^order_of
the das'-, for the time specified. V/hen the hour arrives, it
must be taken up by the call of the chairman, or of any member,
with or without a vote, all pending business being postponed in
consequence.

XVIII. POINT OF ORDER.

Any member who supposes a speaker to be out of order, or that a
discussion is proceeding improperly, may at any time rise to a
point of order. He must distinctly state his question or ob
jection, and the chairman must decide whether his objection be
well taken.

But one rising to a point of order cannot discuss the question,
nor enter into any debate; he must simply state his objection,
and wait for a decision.

XIV. PRIVILEGED QUESTIONS.

Questions relating'to the rights and privileges of members are of
primary importance, and until disposed of take precedence of all
other business, and supersede all other questions, except that of
adjournment.

^  XX. RULE SUSPENDED. ^
A rule of order may be suspended by a vote of the body to allow the
transaction of business, which could not otherwise be done without
a violation of such rule. But if rules be thought necessary to exist
they should not frequently be suspended.
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XXI. FILLING BLANKS.

Where different numbers are suggested for filling blanks, the
highest number, greatest distance, and longest time are usually
voted on first.

XXII. ADJOURmiENT.

1. A simple motion'to adjourn is always in order, except while
one is speaking, or a vote is being taken. It takes pre
cedence of all other questions, and is not debatable.

2. In^some deliberative bodies a motion'to adjourn.is in order
while speaking or voting is going on, the business to stand
on re-assembling precisely as it was when adjournment took
place.

3. A body may adjourn to a specified time. But if no time be
mentioned, the fixed or usual time is \inderstood. If there
be no fixed or usual time, then an adjournment without date
is equivalent to a dissolution,

*

4. A body may, at any stage of its proceedings, vote'that it will
adjourn at a given time. When that time arrives, the chair
man will call for a vote of adjournment, or declare the meet-
ing adjourned without further action.

5. A body may, at any stage of its proceedings, vote that when
i-t does adjourn, it will adjourn to a given time; That vote
will therefore fix the time of its re-assembling, without
further action.
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Test No. 4

1. Define the committee as a whole.

2. Give seven rules governing the committee of a whole.

3. Define appeal in relation to Parliamentary Law.

4. A. Define protest.
B. How should it he presented. ^
G. Under what circumstances should it he recorded in the Minutes.

5. What is meant hy the previous question?

6. What is meant hy TO lAY ON THE TABLE?

7. What is meant hy. POSTPONEMENT?

a. A. ifHio is permitted to make the motion to reconsider?
B. V/hen should a vote to reconsider he taken?

9. ViThat is meant hy a POINT OE ORDER?

10, Give at least three rules governing adjournment.


